
L@@K WILLOWBROOK HIGH FIVE
Price: N/A (SOLD)
Sire: SNOWMASS SIZLIN HOT
Dam: Willowbrook Chocolate
Type: Stud Male (Proven Stud)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Dark Brown (Solid Colour)
Registered With: Registered with the B.A.S.
Ear Tag: WBRBASUK086
Microchip: 977200008898879
Blood Lineage: SNOWMASS/AUSTRALIAN
Date of Birth: 2nd July 2015

L@@K WILLOWBROOK HIGH FIVE

Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

SNOWMASS SIZLIN HOT

(Light Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Willowbrook Chocolate

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

5Peruvian Red Hot

Snowmass Golden Serenity

Canchones Discovery of Cambridge

Collabear Cleopatra

Peruvian Male

5Peruvian Ajoyani (Black)

Snowmass Conchatanca

6Peruvian Gold Serenity (USA)

Accoyo Killawasi

Collabear Delight (Dark Brown)

Jolimont Cassiano (Aust.)

Pachamama Salome (Aust.)

Diameter (Micron) of first fleece sample: 18.80µ

Fleece: (2nd)

18.60µ  SD 4.20µ  CV 22.30%  % Over 30 Microns(µ) 1.78%  

(taken on 28th June 2017 at 1 Year and 11 Months of age)

Fibre Testing Authority: European Wool Testing Authority

Description: 

High Five is a well grown, proven, solid dark brown huacaya male. His siblings have had great success in the show ring
in the brown classes; most notably his full sister, Willowbrook Alpacas Sizlin Serenity, won three Champion, and two
Reserve Champion titles. She achieved a score of 80.5 with her intermediate brown fleece at the National Fleece Show
in 2014, narrowly just behind the Supreme Champion white fleece! Another full sister, Willowbrook Truffle, was 1st junior
brown fleece at the Heart of England Fleece Show October 2015 (largest fleece show in Europe, with 240 of the
industry's best fleeces competing). She was shown on a further two occasions, and was awarded two additional 1st
places, and a colour Champion. High Five?s full brother is a proven stud who has produced his own prize-winning
offspring, and another full sister was awarded 1st Junior Brown female at the NSS in 2018.

High Five has a good depth of high-quality brown and black breeding in his ancestry, and both sides of his pedigree



feature many show winning names. His sire, Snowmass Sizlin Hot, has proved repeatedly that his progeny are able to
win classes at the most prestigious shows, and still continue to do so (refer to Stud page for list of progeny
achievements).

High Five is a well grown male with good conformation. His fleece is very even in colour and has a lovely soft handle. It
is fine, has a good staple length, and displays a good level of density. High Five's second fleece had a lower MFD
reading than his first fleece, so it would appear he is following in his sire's footsteps. Sizlin Hot's 13th fleece had a MFD
of just 24.0! High Five started work in 2017, and his first two lovely, solid dark brown female cria were born in 2018. Both
their fleeces look very promising and display the desired qualities we are aiming to breed. His daughter Autumn Spirit
will be shown this season, and he has three further cria due this year.

If you are looking to add great genetics, density and colour, at an affordable price, then High Five could be for you.
Contact Hannah on 07514 672147 for more information or to arrange a viewing.

Prizes Won: 

Only shown once. 4th Junior Brown Male Bath and West - June 2016 - in a large and very competitive class

HIGH FIVE'S DAUGHTER - WB DOUBLE TROUBLE



HIGH FIVE IN FLEECE



HIGH FIVE FLEECE


